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Abstract— This paper considers the design of power-aware
communication protocols for a sensor transmitting plant state
measurements over a wireless Markov fading channel to a
receiver/controller. Communication requires power consumption at transmission adapted to channel fading, and at the
receiver, which we model as constant at each transmission.
We measure performance with a weighted sum of the average
power consumption at both ends and an appropriately defined
control task error. We derive an optimal self-triggered protocol
where after each transmission devices decide when the next
one will take place and switch to a zero-power sleep mode in
between. We show that sleep durations need to adapt only to
the current channel fading and not the plant state. We then
derive an improved protocol allowing the sensor upon wake-up
to decide whether to transmit or not based on current plant and
channel conditions in an event-based fashion. The power/control
performance improvements are illustrated in simulations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern control systems are often implemented over wireless networks including sensors and actuators with limited
energy resources. Earlier work on networked control systems focused on designing efficient control and estimation
schemes under various communication interfaces [1], [2]
without accounting for the communication costs. The eventtriggered paradigm has been recently introduced for a control
system design with low communication requirements.
In event-triggered designs a sensor (or a controller) decides
in an on-line fashion, based on the current system state,
whether to send new plant measurements (or control inputs)
over the network. By appropriate design of the decision
rule, communication is used only when necessary, e.g., when
the problem state exceeds some threshold. This leads to
non-periodic implementations that typically exhibit lower
communication rates than the standard periodic ones. Such
rules can be designed using Lyapunov techniques [3]–[5],
where no transmission is triggered as long as some Lyapunov
performance criterion is guaranteed, or dynamic programming formulations where each transmission is penalized by
a fixed cost [6]–[9]. For a wireless setup we follow the latter
formulation in [10] and explicitly identify the communication
cost with the power consumption for transmitting over a
random wireless fading channel. In analogy to the eventtriggered transmit-or-not rule, we obtain a communication
protocol where the transmit power needs to adapt not only to
the system state but also to the wireless channel conditions.
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However, implementing event-based designs in a wireless
setup requires the receiver to be continuously listening for
possible packet transmissions. Wireless networking experiments [11]–[13] indicate that listening and transmitting over
a wireless channel results in a similar power consumption.
Thus a communication protocol that turns off the receiver
for some time interval after each transmission could reduce
power consumption. Such a design is reminiscent of the selftriggered control paradigm [14], where the goal is to use the
current system state to choose a constant plant input to be
applied, as well as the time of the next control input update.
In this paper we introduce a power-aware communication
protocol combining both self and event-triggered elements.
We present in Section II our architecture consisting of a
sensor transmitting plant state measurements over a Markov
wireless fading channel to a controller. As in [10] we explicitly model the sensor’s transmit power allowing adaptation
to current channel fading and we model the receiver’s power
when active as constant on each transmission slot. With a
fixed controller design, we evaluate the control performance
between transmissions by comparing the real plant state with
what it would be if the sensor were transmitting at each
step. Our goal is to minimize a cost combining the total
average control error and power consumption, by designing
a communication protocol that controls transmit power and
switches the devices to a sleep mode for adaptive time
intervals.
In Section III we design an optimal self-triggered protocol
and show that, unlike self-triggered control [14], the intertransmission interval does not depend on the plant state
but only on the current channel state. Then in Section IV,
keeping this protocol as a reference, we propose a novel one
that deviates from the reference by deciding upon wake-up
whether to transmit or not in an event-based fashion. The
decision is based on current plant and channel states, and
guarantees that the future cost will not exceed the reference one. Simulations in Section V illustrate the improved
power/control performance trade-off of the proposed protocol
and indicate that self-triggered protocols are more advantageous when the receiver has high power consumption. We
conclude in Section VI by discussing some implementation
issues and future research directions.
Notation: A set of variables {γk , γk+1 , . . . , γk+t } is
grouped as γk:k+t . Subscripts in xk−1 , xk , xk+1 denote discrete time and are omitted as x− , x, x+ when current time
index k is clear from the context.
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II. P ROBLEM S ETUP
Consider a discrete-time linear time-invariant plant
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + wk , k ≥ 0,

(1)

where xk ∈ Rn is the plant’s state with x0 given, uk ∈ Rm
is the control input, and {wk ∈ Rn , k ≥ 0} is an independent
and identically distributed Gaussian process noise with zero
mean and covariance W . The wireless control system consists of a sensor/transmitter collecting state measurement xk
and transmitting a packet containing xk with power pk over
a wireless fading channel with coefficient hk . At the other
side of the channel the receiver/controller uses the received
information to determine the plant control input uk .
Due to propagation effects the channel coefficient hk
changes unpredictably [15, Chapter 3], forming a stochastic
process {hk , k ≥ 0}, independent of the plant noise process
{wk , k ≥ 0}. We adopt a Markov modeling whereby the
future channel distribution depends only on the current
channel state via a transition probability P(hk+1 |hk ). For
simplicity let channel states take values in a finite set H :=
{h1 , . . . , hL } and group the transition probabilities in an
L × L stochastic matrix M according to
P(hk+1 = hj |hk = hℓ ) = Mℓj .

(2)

We assume the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic.
At the controller side the received signal consists of the
information bearing signal whose power is given by the
product hk pk , and additive white Gaussian noise of power
No . Successful decoding of the transmitted packet depends
on the received signal to noise ratio (SNR) defined as
hk pk /No . Given the particular type of modulation and forward error correcting (FEC) code used, the SNR determines
the probability of successful decoding at the receiver [10].
For modern FEC codes, e.g., turbo codes, that achieve very
steep error functions we approximately have a successful
packet decoding if SNR is above some threshold and a failed
packet decoding otherwise.
In our model, a packet containing xk is successfully
received at the controller if hk pk ≥ p0 , and is lost otherwise,
with p0 being some given power level threshold. We assume
the sensor has enough transmit power available to guarantee
delivery even for the worst channel fading in H. We also
assume that the current channel hk is measured at the
beginning of a transmission slot k and is known at both ends,
allowing adaptation of transmit power pk to hk . Thus the
sensor need only choose pk = p0 /hk if it intends to transmit
and pk = 0 otherwise. Alternative channel estimation and
adaptation setups are discussed in Section VI.
At the other side of the link, the receiver also consumes
power to stay awake and listen for the incoming signal on the
predefined channel. We model this power by a fixed constant
pa . The devices have the option to switch to a sleep mode
with zero power consumption but then no transmission is
possible. The total power consumed at slot k is given by

pa + pk if awake at k,
′
pk :=
(3)
0
if in sleep mode at k.
Overall the communication can be described by a sequence
of indicator variables γk , taking value γk = 1 when a packet
is received and γk = 0 otherwise, i.e.,

1 if awake at k and hk pk ≥ p0 ,
γk :=
.
(4)
0 otherwise

We also let the controller feedback acknowledgment packets
containing γk to the sensor, as provided by 802.11 and TCP
protocols, so that the sensor always knows what information
has been received at the controller.
Consider then a given control feedback gain K designed
to yield stability and desired plant performance if input
uk = Kxk is applied. Due to the communication protocol,
however, the receiver/controller has access to the plant state
xk only when γk = 1. Let then the controller keep an
estimate x̂k of the plant state xk and apply the input
uk = K x̂k .
We let the state estimate evolve as

xk
x̂k :=
Ax̂k−1 + Buk−1

(5)

if γk = 1
,
if γk = 0

(6)

that is, when no measurement is received x̂k is updated by
propagating the previous estimate through the plant dynamics (1) with process noise replaced by its zero mean.
Our goal is to design communication protocols regulating
the transmitter’s power levels pk and the mode of operation
(sleep /awake). Such protocols are desired to yield low total
power consumption while keeping a satisfying performance
of the control task. To define a measure for the latter, consider
a time k when a plant state measurement xk is successfully
transmitted (γk = 1), but no packet is received during the
following steps (γk+1 = γk+2 = . . . = 0), so the system is
in open loop starting from xk . If alternatively the sensor had
continued transmitting during these steps, the system would
have behaved as in a standard closed-loop setup with the
process noise as system disturbance. This motivates us to
define a hypothetical closed loop system trajectory starting
from the plant state at the most recent transmission,

(A + BK)xk + wk if γk = 1,
x◦k+1 :=
(7)
(A + BK)x◦k + wk if γk = 0,
with the given initial condition x◦0 := x0 . Note that in this
definition γk = 0 refers to the actual communication dropout,
while x◦k+1 models what would the state be if γk = 1. We
then define the control error as the difference between the
hypothetical closed loop and the actual trajectory
ek := x◦k − xk .

(8)

Intuitively if the plant state is always successfully transmitted
the control error is zero. As a side note, other control performance metrics can be incorporated as well. For example,
comparing the applied input K x̂k with the ideal Kxk gives
a control measure kK(xk − x̂k )k which is proportional to
the controller’s estimation error - see Remark 1 at the end
of Section IV.
Combining the magnitude of the control error ek with the
total power consumption p′k , we evaluate the performance of
a communication protocol by the incurred average infinitehorizon expected cost
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J := lim sup
N →∞

N −1

1 X  T
E ek P ek + λp′k .
N
k=0

(9)

γ=1

Let P be some positive semidefinite matrix and λ > 0 a
constant balancing the control and power considerations. The
expectation in this expression is taken over the process noise
{wk , k ≥ 0} and channel states {hk , k ≥ 0}.
In Section III we design an optimal communication
protocol minimizing (9) within the class of self-triggered
protocols. Then, keeping such a protocol as a reference, in
Section IV we design a protocol with improved performance
that deviates from the reference by appropriately adapting to
plant and channel states in an event-triggered fashion.

measure h,
transmit with
p = p0 /h

wake up
Fig. 1.
A self-triggered protocol. Upon wake-up devices measure
the current channel state h, plant measurements are transmitted with the
appropriate power p0 /h, guaranteeing packet delivery (γ = 1), and then
devices switch to sleep mode for a predefined number τ (h) of time steps.

delivery according to (4). Adding the constant power pa
of the receiver the total power consumption at time k of
transmission becomes pa + p0 /hk .
We are looking for the optimal protocol τ that minimizes
the average performance J given in (9), i.e.,

III. O PTIMAL S ELF - TRIGGERED P ROTOCOLS
In this section we examine self-triggered communication protocols between the sensor/transmitter and the receiver/controller. Any time the plant state xk is transmitted,
the two devices switch to a sleep mode and wake up after
t time steps. Then the new plant state xk+t is sent, and so
on. The protocol should guarantee that both devices agree on
the same sleep (i.e., inter-communication) time interval when
switching to sleep mode. We let t depend on any information
available at time k including the current plant, controller, and
channel states.
We begin with the following lemma illustrating how the
control error evolves between transmissions.1

τ ∗ := argmin J(τ ).

i−1
X

j=0


(A + BK)i−j − Ai−j wk+j .

We will find τ ∗ by leveraging an equivalence to an
appropriately constructed Markov Decision Process (MDP).
For convenience define the expected control error and power
cost accumulated from the time the devices switch to sleep
mode at channel state hℓ until they switch again to sleep
mode after t slots by
" t
X
ℓ
f (h , t) := E
hk = hℓ ,
eTk+i P ek+i + λp′k+i
i=1

γk:k+t = (1, 0, . . . , 0, 1) ] .

(13)

Due to the previous lemma this expression indeed depends
only on current channel hℓ and chosen interval t, and not on
the plant state. The expectation is taken over the process
noise wk:k+t−1 as well as the channel process hk+1:k+t .
Given the event γk:k+t = (1, 0, . . . , 1) the control error cost
in (13) can be derived by substituting (11) for i = 0, . . . , t−1
and taking the expectation over wk:k+t−1 . This gives

(11)

The lemma implies that for a self-triggered protocol the
control error until the next wake-up time k + t is described
by (11) and depends only on the process noise wk , wk+1 , . . .,
which are independent of any current information at time
k. In particular, they are independent of the current plant
state xk . Thus, unlike the standard self-triggered control
paradigm [14], the value of plant state xk does not play any
role in designing the interval t when the goal is to minimize
the control error given by (7),(8). On the other hand, the
channel hk during transmission might help predict favorable
future channel states, so we let t be a function of hk . In
the remaining of this section we are looking for protocols
described as τ : H → T , where T := {1, . . . , T } and T is
some hard upper bound on the sleep duration.
A self-triggered protocol is depicted in Fig. 1. A plant state
measurement needs to be transmitted at the time slot when
both devices wake up. As described in Section II the current
channel hk is measured by the two devices upon wake-up
and the transmitter needs to use pk = p0 /hk to guarantee

(12)

τ :H→T

Lemma 1. Consider the system (1) with the controller
described by (5), (6) given the indicators {γk , k ≥ 0} of
the communication process. Then for any k ≥ 0, the control
error ek defined by (7),(8) evolves according to

0
if γk = 1
ek+1 =
.
(A + BK)ek + BK(xk − x̂k ) if γk = 0
(10)
Moreover, on the event γk:k+i = (1, 0, . . . , 0), i ≥ 0 we have
ek+i+1 =

switch to sleep
mode for τ (h)

f (hℓ , t) =

t−1
X
i=1


(t − i) T r P Hi W HiT + λ p′ (hℓ , t), (14)

where Hi = (A + BK)i − Ai , and p′ (hℓ , t) denotes the
expected power consumption at time k + t, which will be
pk+t = pa + p0 /hk+t . Since hk = hℓ is given in (13) and
channel states are Markov, hk+t is distributed according to
the ℓth row of M t , giving the expected power consumption
L
X
p0 t
Mℓj .
p (h , t) := pa +
j
h
j=1
′

ℓ

(15)

Now consider the following construction.
Definition 1. Define the Markov Decision Process with:
•
•
•

1 Due to space limitations the proofs of the results are omitted in this
paper and can be found in [16].
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State space H × T
Actions t ∈ T available at every state
Given an action t ∈ T transitions are described by


P (hℓ , s − 1) (hℓ , s), t = 1, hℓ ∈ H, 2 ≤ s ≤ T (16)
 j

t
P (h , t) (hℓ , 1), t = Mℓj
,
hℓ , hj ∈ H. (17)

hℓ , T

hℓ , T − 1

measure h and x,
compute e, x̂−
choose p

M t (ℓ, j)
hj , t + 1

···

′′

M (ℓ, j )
Fig. 2.
A representation of the MDP constructed in Definition 1. The
process moves from (hℓ , T ) to (hℓ , 1) as the counter counts down. At
state (hℓ , 1) different actions t, t′ , . . . ∈ T are available. If the action t
′
is taken the process moves to one of the states (hj , t), (hj , t), . . . with
th
transition probabilities according to the ℓ row of the matrix M t .

Cost per stage
c(hℓ , s, t) :=



f (hℓ , t)
0

if s = 1,
if 2 ≤ s ≤ T.

(18)

A graphical representation of the MDP is shown in Fig. 2.
State hℓ models the channel state during transmission and
state s is a timer counting down till the next transmission.
The state (hℓ , s = 1) models the end of a transmission slot
with a current channel hℓ when an action t ∈ T specifying
the next transmission time needs to be taken. At states
(hℓ , s > 1) actions t have no effect and the process moves
to (hℓ , s − 1) to reduce counter by 1. It is worth noting that
after state (hℓ , s = 1) with action t the constructed process
moves to the channel state hj that will be measured at the
next transmission time in t steps, distributed according to
the ℓth row of M t . Furthermore, the cost at state (hℓ , s = 1)
captures the total accumulated cost f (hℓ , t) until the next
transmission as per (13), while the stage cost is zero as the
counter s counts down to 1.
Suppose then that we are looking for a stationary policy
t : H × T → T in the above MDP that minimizes
JMDP (t) := lim sup
N →∞

switch to sleep
mode for τ ∗ (h)

wake up

hj , t
t′

•

γ=1

γ=0

hℓ , 1

···

N −1
1 X
E c(hk , sk , tk ).
N

(19)

k=0

Fig. 3. Proposed protocol based on the optimal self-triggered τ ∗ . Upon
wake-up transmitter adapts power to current channel h as well as all current
information - plant state x, control error e, and estimate x̂− . If the sensor
transmits, a sleep mode with duration τ ∗ (h) follows. If it skips transmission,
at the next step the procedure repeats.

for all hℓ , s. Here J ∗ is the optimal cost of (19), or equivalently (12), and the optimal policy t∗ (hℓ , s) is given by the
argument of the right hand side minimization in (20) for
each hℓ , s. By the established equivalence between t(hℓ , 1)
and τ (hℓ ) the optimal communication protocol τ ∗ is the
argument of the minimization at the points (hℓ , s = 1).
Substituting in the right hand side of (20) the specific cost
and transitions of the MDP at s = 1 we find
τ ∗ (hℓ ) := argmin f (hℓ , t) − J ∗ +
t∈T

L
X

t
V (hj , t)Mℓj
. (21)

j=1

One can readily solve for the triplet V (hℓ , s), J ∗ , τ ∗ that
satisfies (20) employing Value or Policy Iteration algorithms [17, Vol.II, Ch. 4].
The function V (hℓ , s) in (20) is called the relative value
function and can be interpreted as the relative value of
following the optimal policy t∗ when one is at state (hℓ , s).
Indeed (20) is the standard Bellman’s equation for a problem
with an infinite-horizon but non-averaged objective where
the stage cost c(hℓ , s, t) is reduced by the value J ∗ , hence
the term relative. We will leverage this interpretation of the
function V (hℓ , s) in the following section to construct a new
protocol that deviates from τ ∗ if profitable. In the sequel we
only need to consider the values V (hℓ , 1) at s = 1 so we
drop the second argument and denote them as V (h).

The following proposition establishes the equivalence to our
self-triggered communication protocol design problem (12).

IV. I MPROVEMENTS TO S ELF - TRIGGERED P ROTOCOLS

In this section we design protocols that improve upon
the self-triggered ones by introducing event-triggered steps
between sleep periods. The proposed scheme is shown in
Fig. 3 (compare with Fig. 1). When both devices are awake
the sensor assesses all current information, including channel
and plant states, and decides whether to transmit (p = p0 /h)
∗
The proposition implies that the optimal protocol τ in or not (p = 0). If it does, the devices follow a self-triggered
and switch to sleep mode according to the optimal
(12) can be derived equivalently from the optimal MDP pol- step
∗
∗
τ
(h)
designed in the previous section, and upon the next
icy t := argmint JMDP (t) at the points of decision-making
wake-up
the procedure repeats. On the other hand, if the
(s = 1). Optimal MDP policies can be characterized by
sensor
does
not transmit, both devices stay awake and the
standard results in finite state MDPs. In particular, suppose
procedure
repeats
for the subsequent power p+ . The latter
that for any stationary policy t the resulting Markov chain
choice
might
be
preferable
if, e.g., the current control error
has a single recurrent class. This condition is not restrictive
e
is
small
and/or
the
current
fading channel h is weak. Note
in practice as the Markov channel process is irreducible and
however
that
an
additional
power
consumption is incurred at
aperiodic. Then (see, e.g., [17, Vol.II, Ch. 4.2]) there exists
a function V : H × T 7→ R and a constant J ∗ that satisfy the receiver who stays awake for an extra time step.
To decide whether it is profitable to transmit one needs to
the Bellman-like equation
take
into account the future behavior. However it is hard to

V (hℓ , s) = min c(hℓ , s, t) − J ∗ + E[V (h+ , s+ )|h = hℓ , s, t] model all future deviations from the reference τ ∗ , and thus
t∈T
(20) we adopt a simple approximation depicted in Fig. 4. Suppose

Proposition 1. Let τ : H → T define a self-triggered
communication protocol and t : H × T → T be a stationary
policy of the MDP defined in Definition 1. If τ (hℓ ) = t(hℓ , 1)
for all hℓ ∈ H then the corresponding costs J(τ ) according
to (9) and JMDP (t) according to (19) are equal.
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measure h and x,
compute e, x̂−
choose p

γ=0

Upon rearranging terms and removing constants the
transmission-triggering condition in (24) for h = hℓ becomes

γ=1
follow τ
measure h+ ,
use p+ = p0 /h+

∗

γ+ = 1

Fig. 4.
Model of future behavior after deviation from τ ∗ . Given all
current information, the sensor decides whether to transmit or skip the
current slot, assuming that it will transmit at the very next step. In either
case the reference protocol τ ∗ is assumed to follow without deviations.

that if the sensor transmits, which requires p = p0 /h, the
devices will follow the reference protocol τ ∗ for all future
steps from then on, i.e., without deviations. If on the other
hand the sensor decides not to transmit (p = 0), at the next
step channel h+ will be measured, the transmitter will send
the new plant state x+ with p+ = p0 /h+ and from then on
the devices will operate according to the reference τ ∗ .
Based on this model of future behavior we can choose
between the two options p ∈ {0, p0 /h} by examining myopically the incurred cost at the current stage, and accounting
for the future expected non-averaged cost of following the
reference τ ∗ via the relative value function V (h) derived in
the previous section. Let us omit the time indices k−1, k, k+
1 to simplify the notation. When both devices are awake the
sensor measures the current channel h and plant state x, and
keeps track of the control error e by (8) and the controller’s
last estimate x̂− . If the sensor transmits (p = p0 /h) the
current stage and future expected cost equals
i
h
p0
Vtx (e, h) := eT P e + λ(pa + ) − J ∗ + V (h). (22)
h
Here recall that V (h) models the value of following τ ∗ at the
end of a transmission time slot, i.e., when a sleeping period
begins.
If the sensor does not transmit (p = 0) the current cost is
just eT P e + λpa . By Fig. 4, at the next step the sensor needs
to transmit so we can model the future cost via Vtx (e+ , h+ )
that we already defined in the case of (22). Thus the choice
p = 0 incurs a current stage, expected next stage, and
expected future cost equal to


Vskip (e, e+ , h) := eT P e + λpa − J ∗ + E [Vtx (e+ , h+ )|h] .
(23)

The value of h+ evolves by the Markov channel process (2)
while the value e+ is currently known to the sensor. That is
because the choice p = 0 implies γ = 0, so the controller
estimate (6) will become x̂ = (A + BK)x̂− , and the next
control error according to (10) will be e+ = (A + BK)e +
BK(x − x̂). All these variables are available at the sensor.
It is important to notice that in order to add the current
stage costs to the function V (h) in (22) and (23), they need
to be appropriately normalized by the constant J ∗ as in the
right hand side of (20) - see our comments to (20) at the
end of the previous section. Now it is profitable to transmit
according to the model of Fig. 4 if the condition Vtx < Vskip
holds. Hence, the optimal myopic decision is

p0 /h, if Vtx (e, h) < Vskip (e, e+ , h),
pmyop =
(24)
0,
otherwise.

L
X

p0
p0
+ pa − ℓ ) + V (hj )]Mℓj ,
j
h
h
j=1
(25)
where the only variables are e+ on the left hand side and hℓ
at the right hand side.
The power optimization (24) is only myopical at a given
time step, and if the model of Fig. 4 were to be followed it
would give the same average cost J ∗ . However we implement the setup of Fig. 3 where profitable deviations from τ ∗
are allowed at every time step the devices are awake, possibly
skipping transmissions repeatedly. There is no guarantee
on how much improvement the proposed protocol obtains,
but by design the proposed protocol performs at least as
good as J ∗ of the reference τ ∗ . In addition, simulations in
Section V indicate a strictly better performance. Our method
can be seen as a variant of rollout algorithms [17, Vol. I, Ch.
6], an approximate dynamic programming technique where,
given a base policy with an easily computable cost-to-go, an
improved one-step lookahead policy is obtained.
eT+ P e+ > V (hℓ ) + J ∗ −

[λ(

Remark 1. Apart from closed loop control, the introduced
protocols can be applied for remote state estimation, where
receiver keeps an estimate x̂k by (6) and estimation errors
εk := xk − x̂k replace the control errors ek in our performance metric (9). In analogy to (11) of Lemma 1 the
estimation errors duringPsleep periods γk:k+i = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
i−1 i−1−j
are given by εk+i =
wk+j , which are indej=0 A
pendent of any information at time k, implying again that
self-triggered protocols do not need to adapt to current plant
state. Thus the designs of Sections III and IV apply with
minor modifications.
V. S IMULATIONS
Consider the system with parameters




2
1.2 0
,
, B=
A=
1
1 0.8

(26)

W = I, a controller K for closed loop poles at 0.4, 0.6,
possible channel coefficients H = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1},
corresponding to a normalized 20dB fading range, and transition probabilities given by


0.6 0.4 0
0
0
0 
 0.2 0.6 0.2 0


M =  0 0.2 0.6 0.6 0  .
(27)
 0
0 0.2 0.6 0.2 
0
0
0 0.4 0.6

Let p0 = 1 and call pmax = p0 /h1 the required transmit
power level for the worst channel. Suppose pa = pmax /10.
For different values of λ in (9) we compute the optimal selftriggered protocol τ ∗ as described in Section III and simulate
the proposed improved protocol of Section IV. The results
are shown in Fig. 5 with axes corresponding to the average
power consumption and the average control error (cf.(9)).
The proposed protocol overall yields a better power/control
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Average Control Error

Self−triggered
Proposed protocol

15

10

λ increases
5

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Average Power Consumption

Fig. 5.
Power and control performance of the optimal self-triggered
protocol τ ∗ and the proposed improved one for different values of the power
weight λ in (9). A better trade-off is achieved by applying the proposed
event-triggered deviation in (24). For λ ≈ 0 power is not penalized so
τ ∗ ≡ 1 and the control error is identically zero.
Performance Ratio

1
0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8

devices have access to the current channel state hk after
a successful transmission at time k, so the sleep periods
τ (hk ) of the self-triggered protocols (cf. Section III) can
be directly followed. However since hk is not known before
transmission the sensor has an imperfect belief on its value,
i.e., a distribution mk on H based on the last measured
channel and the Markov channel model. To guarantee packet
delivery given the imperfect channel information mk , as
a self-triggered protocol requires, transmit power needs to
increase accordingly. The methodology of Sections III and
IV can be adapted in this case at the expense of more
cumbersome notation. We note however that for packets with
large size the imperfect channel information could cause
a significant decrease in energy efficiency of the system,
thus measuring channels before transmission might still be
beneficial. Alternative channel estimation implementations
are left for future investigation as well as extending the
protocol design to multi-sensor/actuator wireless networks.
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